McFarlane Aviation Products Acquires Flight-Resource, LLC
[Baldwin City, KS, November 11, 2019] -McFarlane Aviation Products announces that they have
acquired Flight-Resource (www.Flight-Resource.com),
thus becoming the world’s largest volume MT Composite
Propeller distributor. Flight-Resource is a sales and
engineering company specializing in the development of
FAA Supplemental Type Certificates (STC’s) and
performance improvements using the vibration free MTPropeller designs.
MT-Propeller, located in Attig, Germany, has over 75,000
blades in service throughout the world. In 1996 MT
Germany expanded in the United State to create MTPropeller USA Inc located in DeLand, Florida. For more
information see www.mt-propeller.com.
MT Propellers offer leading edge technology and innovation with over 40 years of direct composite propeller design
and manufacturing experience. The lighter weight composite propellers absorb vibration instead of generating
vibration, yielding amazing smoothness and service life improvements. Merging Flight-Resource with McFarlane is a
logical move forward as McFarlane has spent years designing replacement airframe and engine related parts that
mitigate the effects of aircraft engine vibration.
“Flight-Resource is a strategic add-on that continues McFarlane’s commitment to be the first choice for engineered
aviation products”, says Dave McFarlane, Founder/CEO of McFarlane Aviation Products. “The ability of the MT
Propellers to eliminate vibration fits extremely well with our full line of engineered vibration control components.”
McFarlane Aviation Products is an engineering/manufacturing/distribution company that specializes in providing
affordable, high quality FAA-PMA aftermarket parts for Cessna, Piper, Grumman, Beechcraft, Lear, and many others,
as well as Homebuilt aircraft. In addition, they offer a complete line of custom designed products for aircraft
manufacturers and aerospace support groups including door and flight control cables, push-pull controls, seat rails,
steering systems, fuel system, actuators, sheet metal, and numerous other products for the broader aerospace
industry. McFarlane is located in the center of the U.S. with a facility boasting nearly 100,000 sq. feet of office,
warehouse, and manufacturing space. The growing company is supported by over 100 employees.
www.mcfarlaneaviation.com
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